The social percolation model proposed by Solomon et al. as well as its modification are studied in two to four dimensions for the phenomena of self-organized criticality. Stability in the models is obtained and the systems are shown to automatically drift towards the percolation threshold.
Introduction
Problems in social systems have attracted great interest in recent years, and concepts and methods of statistical physics have been applied increasingly in order to understand them. Based on microscopic models, some aspects of social dynamic behavior can be simulated.
Recently, Solomon et al. 1 proposed a social percolation model 2 for information propagation across a social network and mutual feedbacks. 3, 4 In their original model, a message about the quality of a movie spreads along nearest-neighbor links of a lattice, and one time step consists of a spread across the lattice according to the procedure below. After receiving the message, agents located on sites of the lattice decide to go to the movie if the movie quality q is larger than their personal preferences p i , i.e., q > p i , and spread the message further. They then increase their preferences p i by δp. Otherwise, the agents decide not to go and do not spread the message until the end of this time step. They will correspondingly decrease their p i by δp. After one time step, the movie quality q increases (or decreases) by δq if the message can (or cannot) propagate from top to bottom of lattice, that is, if percolation (or no percolation) occurs.
Self-organized criticality towards the percolation threshold was expected in this model. Solomon et al. 1 have simulated two-dimensional (2D) square lattices, and the system was found to automatically approach the site percolation threshold p c = 0.593, but only for not too long times if both δq and δp are nonzero. After a very long time, an instability occurs after reaching a metastable plateau in q.
To understand and avoid this instability, we make a modification of this model. In the original model, the agents who did not receive the message (i.e., unvisited sites) keep their preferences at the next time. However, the ones not receiving the message also did not go to the movie, so in the modified model their preferences p i decrease by δp. For simplicity, in the following the original model of Solomon et al. is denoted as Model I, while the modified model is denoted as Model II.
Two-Dimensional Simulations
The simulations of both models are on L × L square lattices with p c = 0.593. Initially the agents' preferences p i are distributed randomly between 0 and 1, and each time step starts with a full line of movie goers on one boundary of length L. A Leath-type algorithm 5 is used and one time step stops once one site of the cluster reaches the bottom line or the spread stops by itself.
δq = δp = δ
During the evolution of Model I 1 for initial q 0 < p c , no percolation occurs and the value of q increases at the beginning, until it evolves to a time with the first percolation. Then q increases more slowly with small fluctuations. After q reaches a long metastable plateau, an instability occurs, and q moves fluctuatingly towards unity.
However, for Model II stable results are obtained. The value of q increases at an early time as q 0 < p c and no percolation occurs, and then after the first percolation (earlier than that of Model I), it evolves to a very stable plateau where q varies between two final values q f and q f − δ, and the distribution of p i shows a single peak near the final q.
Note that during the evolution of movie quality q, there are two kinds of mode:
where movie quality changes from q → q − δ → q → q + δ → · · · , i.e., every procedure in (1) causes q to increase by δ. At late times this mode (1) is just the instability. The other mode is
where movie quality varies between q and q − δ and the metastable (or stable) plateau is formed. It is interesting to know why these two similar models behave very differently at late times. After a long enough time, it can be obtained from the simulations that in both models most of sites are visited, i.e., receive the message, and go to movie at the percolation time step, while at the time step with no percolation few sites are visited. For Model I, suppose at a late time t, percolation occurs and the movie quality q is larger than preferences p i of most of sites. At the next time t + 1, q has changed to q − δ and p i of most of sites has changed to p i + δ. Then at this time step, movie quality is smaller than most of agents' preferences, as shown in the histogram of preferences [ Fig. 1(a) ] where L = 101, δq = δp = δ = 0.001, and initially q 0 = 0.5, and there is no percolation. After this time, movie quality recovers to q, and preferences of most of sites remain p i + δ since at the nonpercolation time t+1, most of sites are unvisited and keep their preferences in Model I. Then at time t + 2, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , although q can be larger than preferences p i + δ of some sites, we still have nonpercolation, due to the fact that in the square lattice q should be larger than the preferences of roughly more than 59.3% sites for percolation to occur. Later at time t + 3, movie quality increases to q + δ which is larger than most of agents' preferences, as seen in Fig. 1(c) , and then percolation occurs. Thus, at late times the above procedure repeats, corresponding to mode (1) and the instability in Model I.
For Model II, since all the unvisited sites will lower their preferences by δ, at time t + 2 of the above procedure, preferences of most of sites decrease to p i instead of remaining at p i +δ as in Model I. Then we have q ≥ p i at this time step, as clearly indicated in Fig. 2(b) , which is the histogram of preferences for Model II, and the case of no percolation cannot occur. Thus, we obtain mode (2) in this modified model as well as a very stable plateau for final q. that the distribution of preferences p i automatically drifts towards a single peak near the value of q.
The above results are based on an initial value q 0 that is lower than the percolation threshold p c = 0.593. Simulations with q 0 > p c have been done, and the results and analysis are very similar to the above, in particular for the late times. Moreover, if a smaller δ is chosen, we can also get similar results with later appearance of instability for Model I or stable plateau for Model II.
Although Model II can give a stable final value of q, this value cannot reach the region very close to p c if the initial q 0 is chosen far from it, because of the trapping of final q in the very stable plateau soon after the evolution. But when q 0 is close to p c , the final q will be much closer. Thus, if we make more simulations and if the final q of one simulation is set as the initial value of the next one, we can obtain a final value very close to the critical point: q f = 0.59 ± 0.02 for L = 101 and 0.592 ± 0.003 for L = 1001 (averaged over 50 independent samples for δ = 0.001).
δq = δp
For nonzero δq = δp the results similar to Sec. 2.1 (δq = δp) are found, which is different from the cases of higher dimensions as described below. For Model II the simulations are still stable, and the final stable values of q are different with different δq and δp; while for Model I the instability still occurs. If δq δp, the metastable region is longer and the instability occurs later with smaller δp, and if δq < δp the instability occurs very fast.
Three-Dimensional Simulations
The situation in the three-dimensional (3D) cubic lattice is different, as p c = 0.312 and the percolation occurs when movie quality is larger than the preferences of only about 31.2% sites, which is much less than for the 2D lattice. For a percolating cluster to occur the number of sites with q ≥ p i can be smaller than the number of sites with q < p i . Thus, results different from a 2D lattice can be obtained as the percolation occurs more easily here.
δq = δp = δ
For the cubic lattice even the original Model I is stable and gives a nonzero final q value when δq = δp = δ, as verified in Fig. 3 where L = 51, δ = 0.001, and q 0 = 0.5(> p c ) or 0.2(< p c ) for both Model I and Model II. It is interesting to understand the reason of stability in the three-dimensional Model I compared with the instability in 2D at late times. Figure 4 shows the histograms of the personal preferences p i at three continuous late times for initial q 0 = 0.5, similar to time step is presented in Fig. 4(a) , from which nonpercolation of the lattice is obtained, just as in Fig. 1(a) for the 2D lattice. Thereafter, although the histogram for the 3D lattice [ Fig. 4(b) ] and the previous one for the 2D lattice [ Fig. 1(b) ] look very similar, they correspond to different results: the spanning cluster (percolation) in the 3D lattice is obtained from Fig. 4(b) since only about 31.2% sites with q > p i are needed for percolation, while no percolation occurs in Fig. 1(b) as p c is much larger there and more sites with q > p i are needed for percolation. Thus, in the 3D lattice, we have the stable evolution mode (2) at late times, corresponding to the stable simulations and the existence of self-organized phenomena in Model I.
The corresponding histograms at late times for Model II are similar to the histograms for the 2D lattice (Fig. 2) and also correspond to stable mode (2) . As in Model II the unvisited sites also decrease their p i and then preferences of the lattice change faster than in Model I, the stable region of the model is reached faster, in particular for initial q 0 < p c as shown in Fig. 3 .
Similar to the case for the 2D lattice, the final q values obtained in these models cannot approach p c if the initial q 0 is chosen far from it, and it will be closer with closer q 0 . Thus, using the same procedure as the 2D lattice, i.e., the final q of one simulation is set as the initial value of the next one, after some simulations the final q will be constant: q = 0.323 ± 0.002 (Model I) and 0.312 ± 0.005 (Model II), which are obtained by averaging 30 samples for L = 51 and δ = 0.001. Thus, the automatic drift towards the critical point is shown in particular for Model II. We have simulated Model I in larger lattices and the final q is closer to the critical point with larger lattice: q = 0.317 ± 0.001 for L = 101 and 0.314 for L = 201 (averaged over 30 samples).
δq = δp
For 3D cubic lattice, the results of both models are similar to that of Sec. 3.1 if δq > δp, and the final stable nonzero q are different with different values of δq and δp.
However, if δq < δp and δq is small enough (still nonzero), the results are different from above in both models. The final q value will decay to zero whether the initial q 0 is larger or smaller than p c , as shown in Fig. 5 where L = 51, δq = 0.0001, δp = 0.001, and q 0 = 0.5 or 0.2. Moreover, the movie quality q in Model I decays faster with smaller δq, while in Model II, q decays slower with smaller δq.
Initially q 0 > p c
In the simulations when q 0 > p c percolation occurs from beginning, Fig. 5 (for q 0 = 0.5) shows that the q value decreases until zero. For Model I, percolation appears most of the time even q is small, since the condition for the appearance of the spanning cluster is easier here in comparison to the 2D lattice, and δq is so small that q can be always larger than preferences of enough sites. But at late times when q decreases to a small enough value, it is possible that nonpercolation can occur at some times and q slightly increases by δq. Then, the continuous percolations recover and the q value decays again.
In Model II the preferences of unvisited sites also decrease by δp (much larger than δq), so nonpercolation cannot occur even when q is very small, as found in the simulations, and percolation remains until q decays to zero.
In Model I when δq is smaller, the possibility of nonpercolation occurring during the percolation processes is smaller, then q decays faster. On the other hand, in Model II the percolation occurs and q decays continuously without break, so q decays slower with smaller δq, which is in agreement with the results of simulations.
Initially q 0 < p c
In Model I, as at early times when q < p c , no percolation occurs; q then increases slowly with faster changes of p i , as shown in Fig. 5 . When q increases to the value close to p c , percolation occurs and the later procedure is similar to the one described in Sec. 3.2.1.
In Model II, although there is no percolation and q increases at a very early time, the spanning cluster occurs soon in the lattice (much faster than Model I), as shown in Fig. 5 for q 0 = 0.2, since the p i here of unvisited sites also decreases by δp (much larger than δq) and the preferences of the lattice change much faster. The situation of later times is the same as the one described in Sec. 3.2.1.
Higher-Dimensional Simulations
For the higher dimensions (d > 3, hypercubic) results similar to the 3D models are expected to obtain, since for d > 3 hypercubic lattices p c is smaller and it is easier for percolation to occur. Figure 6 shows the evolution of q value for d = 4 with p c = 0.197, where L = 31, δq = δp = 0.001, and q 0 = 0.5 or 0.1. In the simulations, results similar to 3D are found, which is as expected, i.e., when δq = δp, the simulations of both models are stable and finally reaches a nonzero stable value; when δq < δp and δq is small enough, the final q will decay to zero whether the initial q 0 is larger or smaller than p c .
All the results above (lattices of d ≥ 2) are based on the models where the spread of movie information will stop upon reaching the bottom. The models (I and II) with the revision that the information spread continues after reaching the bottom have also been simulated, and similar results have been obtained.
Sales Rate
When simulating the sales processes of a movie (product), it is interesting to study the time behavior of sales rate which is a main property measured by the marketing people. 6 It has been found that in a real market, the sales rate of a successful product first shows an exponential rise, and then decays fast after reaching a peak region with large fluctuations.
The sales rate of a movie has been measured in the social models here. Each simulation time step in the above sections corresponds to a sales process of a particular movie. A new unit time step is now introduced and represents the time necessary for a site (agent) to spread a message to its nearest neighbors (denoted as "time of spread" in each simulation step). The sales rate is then presented as the number of new sites deciding to go to the movie at a new time of spread. Figure 7 shows the results in 3D Model II with L = 51, δq = δp = δ = 0.001, and q 0 = 0.2, at different simulation steps of percolation (corresponding to successful sales) which are all in the stable region of simulations with the same movie quality q = 0.331, and starts with only one randomly selected active site of movie goer on the boundary. A time behavior of sales rates similar to that of the real market is obtained in the figure, and the change of the forms of sales rate at different simulation steps is clearly shown, that is, much smoother for later steps. It is interesting to note that at late steps, the sales rate reaches a round-peak distribution form (Gaussian-like), and the plots are smooth and overlap.
In the no percolation simulation steps, the sales rate is very small as few sites are excited and the product fails, in particular at late steps where sales rate directly decreases from the starting value to zero in a new time step.
Discussions and Conclusions
We have found phenomena of self-organized criticality in social percolation models, in particular for Model II in which the personal preferences of the system change faster to match the change in movie quality due to a modification in which agents not receiving the message also decrease their preferences; the system then automatically drifts towards the critical point.
In the original Model I, the system is unstable in 2D and self-organized percolation transition exist in higher dimensions, where agents (sites) have more links and connections with each other and where perolation occurs more easily with much lower p c . Thus, it is expected that the instability in 2D can disappear if the message is allowed to spread beyond nearest neighbors, which corresponds to more links among sites or agents and a lower percolation threshold (smaller than 0.5 for next nearest-neighbor links, and much smaller for larger neighborhood 2 ). Then it is easier for percolation to occur, just as in higher dimensions. Consequently, there is no fundamental difference between 2D and higher dimensions for social percolation models, and stability exists for large societies with more connections among agents.
